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Whinesburg, Indiana

Abstract
Whinesburg, Indiana is a collection of monologues from the citizens of the fictional town of, well, Whinesburg. In the coming months, Booth will be running more of these monologues from Michael Martone, the developer of the series, as well as a few entries from some special guests. Stay tuned. Welcome to Whinesburg.
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Hi, I am Clyde.

About a month ago, I was solicited to write a personal account of my life in Whinesburg, Indiana. It’s been a tough life, what with the gigantism and all.

The person who solicited me goes by the name Bryan Furuness. I know, the name sounds made up. I wrote him back and asked him what I would get paid, and he wrote back and said “nothing.”

Bryan works for a magazine called Booth. I don’t know what that means. There’s John Wilkes Booth, who shot the President, and there is the booth you sit in at a diner, and there is the telephone booth. Booth magazine?

I know, I know, it, too, sounds made up. As far as I can tell, Booth is an “online” magazine. This means it doesn’t exist in reality. It has no physical form. It also means that it could disappear in the snap of a fingers (Perhaps it is already gone?). What this
has to say about its editor, Bryan Furuness, I’ll leave to your imagination.

But enough about Bryan Furuness. This piece is supposed to be about me, and my tragic life in Whinesburg, Indiana. It is a most curious thing, though. When Bryan contacted me about this assignment, he asked that I write a monologue about my life in the fictional town of Whinesburg. The fictional town of Whinesburg. Needless to say, that one word didn’t slip by unnoticed. Fictional? Who is this invisible person—who works for a paperless magazine—to claim that I don’t really exist? To claim that my entire town doesn’t exist? Sheesh! You might as well say Springfield doesn’t exist!

I’ve actually never been to Springfield. I have a weak constitution, which makes traveling an uneasy proposition. But I’ve seen Springfield on maps. Ms. Crystal brought them out during the unit on Indiana politics. If I were to leave Whinesburg, it would only take a couple hours by car to get to Springfield (and even less by ferry).

Ms. Crystal knew all about the history of Indiana. She knew the names of the five Vice Presidents who were Hoosiers, including Thomas A. Hendricks (and a lot of people forget him, seeing as he was only in office for a few months). Vice President Hendricks was from nearby Shelbyville (Just try and tell me that Shelbyville doesn’t exist!). Hendricks was Grover Cleveland’s Vice President, but then he died from swallowing a toothpick. Such was the respect for Thomas A. Hendricks that the position of Vice President was left empty until Levi Morton took office—four whole years later! This is all stuff I learned from Ms. Crystal, before I was diagnosed with Alien Hand Syndrome, and before I came down with Parrot Fever.

As you may have noticed, I suffer from a number of ailments. A few years ago my buddy Dale Rumsey suggested I go see Whinesburg’s pre-eminent (and only) shrink. Dale, in case you are wondering (ahem, Mr. Furuness), is more than just my imaginary friend. Just now I went to check out the Booth Magazine website, and Dale’s monologue about his life in Whinesburg is already there! You should check it out!

Dale is a good guy. We were in Ms. Crystal’s history class together in junior high. Even then he was obsessed with aliens. Dale is a distant cousin of Leonard Nimoy, twice removed and that sort of thing, and I think he kind of got obsessed with Nimoy, as did I, especially that show In Search Of..., which was about finding things that supposedly don’t exist. Dale himself has never been anally probed, but he has talked to a lot of Whinesburgians who have been, including Mrs. Camden, who miscarried her alien baby, and Dale has a collection of alien “scat,” which is just a fancy word for “poop,” which he wants to put in a museum.

Dale told me I should go visit Dr. Elyria, not because he could cure me, but because you could talk to him for almost a full hour without getting interrupted. Dale and I—and this is going way back to junior high—we never had a lot of folks to talk to. And Dale can’t talk to me anymore, on account of my hearing (tinnitus), so that’s how he got to seeing Dr. E. Dr. E got his psych degree at Indiana Polytechnic Junior College over there in Terre Haute.

Dr. E has an interesting story. His roommate freshman year at IPJC was none other than Billy Joe Cuthbert. This was back when Billy Joe was displaying the same basketball prowess that would eventually take him to the NBA. As the story goes, Billy Joe was having an existential crisis, and the coach of the Polytechnic Fire-Breathing Chimera came to Dr. E—this was back when Dr. E was an econ major—and asked him to talk to Billy Joe. I guess Dr. E knew his stuff, because Billy got back on the hardwood and went on to have that successful career with the Utah Jazz, and Dr. E switched tracks and found his calling.

Speaking of tracks, I’ve totally gone off mine. It’s probably on account of the brain cleft. Anyway, I did end up going to see Dr. E,
and I told him all about my problems, and he
said that they didn’t exist, and that they were
all in my head. “What about the gigantism?”
I said, holding up my size-19 left foot. “Oh,
that’s real,” he admitted.

On the measure of my existence,
I can’t help but to think I exist. I remember
Ms. Crystal teaching us the expression,
“I think, therefore I am.” Some famous guy
said that. Ms. Crystal was my first crush. She
was what the kids these days call a “cougar.”
Believe me, she existed. Not only did she exist
in the classroom on the first floor at Whines-
burg Junior High—the windowless room that
doubled as a tornado shelter—but also in my
imagination. In striped bikinis she existed,
and in nylon stockings, and swinging by my
house in her red Trans Am while my parents
were out because she wanted to personally
deliver the best student paper about alien
probes that she’d ever read.

As it turned out, the best grade
Ms. Crystal ever gave me was for a book report
I wrote on Leonard Nimoy’s autobiography.
The book was called *I Am Not Spock*. Some
people were upset when this book came out.
(Dale, for instance.) They insisted that Leonard
Nimoy wasn’t Spock. Because if Leonard Nimoy
wasn’t Spock, then who was? Me? Dale? If
no one was Spock, then Spock didn’t exist!
Back then, that proposition was a hard one
for some people around here to swallow (me
especially, because of the Schatzki’s ring I have
in my esophagus). Thankfully, Leonard Nimoy
followed his first failed autobiography with a
second successful one. It was called *I Am Spock*.
I didn’t read that one, but I suppose he must
have changed his mind.

The truth is, sometimes I wish I could
say, “I Am Not Clyde.” Sometimes, I’d like to
be somebody else, somebody who didn’t have
a giant foot and an alien hand and a bad ear and
a constricted esophagus. I’d like to be a Bigfoot
detective or an astronaut or Ms. Crystal’s
gynecologist. But what I am is a Whinesburgian,
and that is all I will ever be.

As far as my own supposed unreality is
concerned, Bryan Furuness tells me he’s not
to blame. He says there is another mastermind
behind this project, an Indianan who goes by
the name ’Michael Martone.’ Bryan tells me
that Whinesburg, Indiana, is the creation of
this Martone guy. What an ego! To take credit
for an entire town!

I did some looking around the web for
this Martone character. Turns out he doesn’t
even live in Indiana! I’ve never left Whinesburg!
So, I ask, who do you trust to be the real expert
on Whinesburg? Me, or a guy who lives in a
place called ’Tuscaloosa’ (I know, it sounds
made up.)? I wonder how this Martone
character would feel if I started making up
stuff about him. Just because he was the
first National Guard soldier into Iraq during
Operation Desert Storm doesn’t make him
immune to my imagination. As Ms. Crystal
taught us back in junior high, turnabout is
fair play.

For now, I’ll just say this: If this
’Michael Martone’ fella ever does dare to
show his face around these parts, we’re
going to have some words.

---

[Editor’s note: Jackie and Julie Patch, 28, are Amanda Patch’s twin daughters.]

**Jackie Patch:** My mother’s way is not my way. You must find your own way. There are many
ways. Those who claim to know the way, the One Way, are speaking only for themselves, and
are trying to get a volume discount in God’s supermarket of grace and life everlasting. I know
this because Rev. Dave told me. It was he who opened my eyes, unstoppered my ears, clipped
my toenails and defibrillated my heart. I left the Church, but I never stopped believing in God, or something like God—a Prime Mover, a Great Spirit, a Shake-and-Baker, a Mix-Master, a Lotte Lenya. My mother raised me Catholic, then I became Episcopal, then Unitarian, then a pantheist, then a Hare Krishna (I didn’t like the robes or the haircuts), then born again, then Rastafarian, then nothing—a spiritual agnostic, I suppose—before settling on a non-denominational church run by a Rev. Dave and two lesbian former nuns who are raising their sons (Rev. Dave donated his Essence to both of them so they could each have children) in a deconsecrated church on Wentworth Avenue that they have turned into the First Family of Christ Living Center and Day Care. My spiritual journey took me about 20 years. I knew I was looking for something, and in this community I have found it. Caring for Stephen and Jacob and the other children entrusted to us is a calling from a Higher Power. This I believe. Grace fills you up from the bottom of your feet right up past your eyeballs until it pours out of your ears like wax after you’ve stoppered your ears up with warm water to let the wax soften. You feel purified and rare and not at all forsaken, which is what I felt when my mother first got involved in that prayer group. My mother wanted my sister and me (I pray for Julie’s soul, she is a lost sheep, a wayward soul, and two-thirds of the way towards being a Godless infidel) to hew to the religion in which we were baptized, but I couldn’t do that. Instead I found Rev. Dave and the First Family of Christ Living Center and Day Care. And Rev. Dave has found me. Rev. Dave took me when I was at my lowest and Lo! he raised me up on high. He cares for me, body and soul. “Christ washed the feet of his apostles, did you know that?” he asked me, and so he washed my feet, stroking the curves of my ankles, touching his tongue to my instep—"a holy place," he told me—and observing that my toenails, while blessed with luscious half-moons (“the lips of God have touched you here,”
he said), needed trimming. “We are a vessel of the Lord’s making,” he told me, clip-clipping, “and nothing that is of us should go to waste,” which is why he saved the toenail clippings to sprinkle on his peanut butter and pickle sandwiches—trimmings as trimming. As he masticated he told me, “Ingesting that which is removed from the body’s temple is a symbolic manifestation of the circle of life. Did you know that the only living part of your toenail is called the matrix? It is underneath the nail fold, which overlaps the nail itself, and it is in the matrix where the keratin, which forms the nail you see, is created. The lunula—those moons you see—are the shadow of the matrix. You understand now, don’t you? Your feet, your lovely, holy feet, contain the Shadow of the Matrix. Keratin, related to Kristos, Greek for Messiah, the Christ, is a feast for one’s soul. Henceforth, whenever I trim your toenails, it shall be a feast day.” Rev. Dave is a believer in feast days. He is a believer in the body as a temple. He believes—as I believe, for he has told me—that entering the temple is a great and holy thing. This, too, is part of the circle of life. He removes the keratin from my toes, he ingests the keratin in his sandwiches, and this keratin, in turn, becomes part of his Essence, which he must give back to my temple. “There are many ways in which the body is a temple,” he says, “just as the Shadow of the Matrix manifest in your toes is but a Shadow of the Matrix that is in you, and I, Rev. Dave, must make deposits in the Shadow of the Matrix to keep holy your temple.” He showed me how this was done, and Lo! that night he speared my soul, raising me up high and lowering me, over and over, saying, “Rise up and lower yourself for His Humble Servant, the Rev. Dave, and I will make my deposit in your temple, and thus will the Matrix of Life be entwined, thee and me, and Oh, Jackie, Oh, it shall be good, yes, yes, yes, it shall be good.” And the Rev. Dave showed me that there are many ways into the temple, and in the morning left me broken and bleeding and in love with him, for all that he had done for me, and he told me that my toenail trimmings had filled him with an excess of Essence, which he needed to give back to my Matrix, so the circle of life could be complete, and we feasted like that for many days and nights, until I felt queasy in the mornings, and the Shadow of my Matrix began to balloon and swell, and then Rev. Dave told me that there are, in fact, many temples, and he was worried we would not be able to sustain the circle of life with just my toenail clippings feeding his Essence, and so he introduced me to new temples that he had found, Karla and Alison and Susan and Melissa and Amy and Rachel and Monica and Samantha and Jessica and Debra and Ann, and he told us all that he was grateful he had found us, repositories of the Matrix which generated the toenails which fed his Essence which he could deposit back into us, his dozen disciples, his dozen temples, oh happy day when these many ways into the Matrix were made known to him and could receive his Essence, for he was certain that in this way the First Family of Christ Living Center and Day Care would grow and expand just as our temples would grow and expand until we pushed new beings out into the world, little miracles that were a combination of our matrixes and his Essence, and in this way we would be blessed with local, state and federal funds as a charter school and day care facility. The only problem, it seemed to me, was that as the Shadows of our Matrix began to balloon and swell, Rev. Dave would stop giving us his Essence, and instead concentrate his efforts only on those temples who had not yet commingled his Essence with their Matrix to the point where such a commingling was visible. It seemed to me he stopped worshipping our feet as well, and those of us with a swelling Matrix grew toenails long and yellow, and even though Rev. Dave assured us he was simply waiting for the blessed expelling of the miracle from each of us, whereupon he would again worship at our feet and clip our nails and give us his Essence, making us,
he said, the Matrix Reloaded, we began—I began, at least—to doubt the sincerity of his intentions. But Rev. Dave reassured us, “No, no.” He treasured us all equally, it was just that his Essence was required elsewhere, and he instructed us each to be the keepers of our temples, to trim our nails ourselves, and keep these Shavings of Keratin in jars labeled with our names, and when it was time for him to gift us again with his Essence he would have the necessary trimmings to begin again, anew, each of us clear, fresh vessels for his seed. But of course as we grew great with miracles we could no longer bend over to trim and collect our keratin ourselves. This was an ablution the two ex-nuns performed for us, and we for each other, our Matrixes (Matri?) swollen and hard as watermelon, and in the absence of Rev. Dave we explored the contours of our feet ourselves. We explored other things as well. We did this as a group, though we paired up for the explorations. Monica, who was the first (after me) to have successfully received the Rev. Dave’s Essence said, “You know what? Rev. Dave is right. There are many ways in which the body is a temple, and there are many ways into the temple,” and with her fingers she showed me some, and I trembled with understanding. And after many nights of exploration we agreed, as group, that when it was time for Rev. Dave to again grace us with his Essence perhaps we would not be the willing receptacles he thought we should be. Perhaps we would tell him to take a hike.

Julie Patch: My mother is effing nuts. I would like to put this more politely, to be sure: she is touched, she is suffering pre-dementia, she has her spells, she was never the sharpest tool in the shed, and over time she’s gotten duller, she is rationality-challenged, her marbles are not all where she first found them, she’s not quite right in the head, her screws are not as tight as they could be, she’s gone around the bend a bit, she’s not on her rocker, the light in her attic has dimmed, there are bats in her belfry, etc. But the fact is she’s gone absolutely bonkers. She’s nutty as a fruitcake. She’s stark raving mad. She’s batty, loony, bananas, cuckoo, crazy, dotty, screwy, schizo, psycho, mad as a hatter. She has taken leave of her senses, cracked up, gone wacko. She’s unhinged, disturbed, psychotic, deranged, demented, certifiable, crazy, a lunatic, non compos mentis, mad as a March hare. In short, she is a total nut job. My sister Jackie, too. My sister Jackie in spades. Mind you, it is not my mother or my sister’s religious devotion that causes me to say this. I think spirituality is a very important part of one’s life. But this is not about spirituality. This is about carnal pleasure and displeasure masquerading as holiness. It’s sick, all of it. Rebuilding one’s hymen? Turning the clock back on one’s virginity? Coming up with some elaborate game about one’s Matrix and one’s Essence so you don’t have to admit you got knocked up by Rev. Dave? WTF, as they say in the text messages. I’d be ROFLing if it weren’t so sad, so pathetic. I mean, my life is no carpet of carnations—a five-year-old kid and a thirty-one-year-old ex-husband who’s going on seventeen as far as I can tell, and a dead-end job at the DMV followed by two nights a week cocktail waitressing at the Fort Wayne Holiday Inn out on Nine Mile Road by the airport, where the businessmen think the uniform (black tights and a black mini-skirt and a ruffled white blouse unbuttoned down to there) gives them carte blanche to stare down your shirt front and pinch your thighs as you walk by—but the bottom line is I suck it up and get on with it. I have defense mechanisms. I have a sense of self. Somebody’s hand grazes my behind and I tell them they try that again I’ll break every finger they own. It hurts my tips except for the ones who actually like the abuse because it means somebody’s paying attention. But I have my
pride. I’m not going to lay down for anybody, like my sister did, and I’m not going to celebrate a self-enforced sexlessness while I read about flagellations and stonings and dismemberments and other acts of violence that get transfigured into religious porn for those scared of their own desire. You have a body, people, own it! To be honest, though, not that I did a whole lot better at first. I mean, in college I drank a lot and went home with a lot of losers. I fell in love with one of them (that would be you, Leo), and compounded my error by marrying him. Turned out he wanted the same thing they all wanted, didn’t much want me after he got it, only by then we were already mediocrely wed. Particulars aside, in other words, I wasn’t much different from my sister Jackie, who clutches her hands over her belly and tells me Rev. Dave worships her temple or her Matrix or whatever word he’s using these days to get inside her drawers. But Violet was a gift, however poor the source (I’m talking about you, Leo), and that’s something. I just wish her father shared that belief, that children are a gift, and you must provide for them. Leo doesn’t have a protective bone in his body—unless you’re talking about his gift for self-preservation. For cutting and running. For skating on his responsibilities. He works first shift at the tool and die plant (when it’s running)—he’s a floor manager because he’s got a degree—and he could help with the childcare sometimes, but no, that would cut into his drinking time after work. Mom’s too wrapped up in her Lives of the Saints to take much of an interest in the life of her granddaughter, and Jackie says I could drop her off at the First Family of Christ Living Center and Day Care, but I’d be worried Rev. Dave would take an interest in my daughter’s ankles. Or her toe nails. So instead of having my family step up I’m hiring sitters the evenings I’m slinging drinks. And I’m still going home with the wrong sort of men. Sometimes you do get lonesome for the company. Once I even called Leo. “I knew you’d come around,” he said, shucking his jeans while we were still having a glass of wine on the sofa, and that’s when I threw him out for the second time in my life. I realized I wasn’t that desperate. But there’s something in me, something like a weakness, that makes me desperate anyway. Every few weeks or so I find myself doing the walk of shame at 2 a.m. from some two-bit apartment complex across the parking lot to my car and paying the sitter twice what I should because they had to stay three hours later than I said I needed them. That or some guy is telling me as he’s zipping himself, “I’ll call you,” and he never calls, and I know he’s not going to call, but as he’s gently pulling the door closed behind him with happiness and relief and I’m laying there all scummy-mouthed and broken-hoped but semi-in-love-with this guy who just used me, I’m still believing he might be the one, or I’m telling myself he’s the last one like that before I meet the one, the really-for-real one, perhaps the very next night, I tell myself, I just have to open my legs and hope—. Tell me, is that so different from my sewed-up mother or my knocked-up-by-her-minister-with-the-foot-fetish sister? I must be effing nuts.